Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Controlling polarized waves at will has become a desired research topic from microwave to optical applications. It can be widely utilized in systems such as polarization multiplexing^[@CR1]^, imaging processing^[@CR2]^, and high data rate communications^[@CR3]^, etc. On the other hand, based on the general Snell's law^[@CR4]^, the metasurface has been created as an interface to produce discontinuous phase shifts, yielding anomalous refractions and reflections. It can pattern series of planar sub-wavelength structures to realize desired amplitude, phase, or polarization properties, offering extra, but important degrees of freedom to manipulate the electromagnetic waves. Many novel and exciting applications of metasurfaces have been proposed, such as wave-front shaping^[@CR5]^, polarization-controlled plasmonic coupler^[@CR6]^, reflect-array^[@CR7]^, transmit-array^[@CR8]^, photonic spin Hall effect^[@CR9]^, holography^[@CR10],\ [@CR11]^, and analog computing^[@CR12]^. Meanwhile, focusing on polarization controlling, prominent works such as polarization beam splitters^[@CR13]^, cross-polarization converters^[@CR14]^, and linear to circular converters^[@CR15]^, have been presented. All above-mentioned researches exhibit that the metasurfaces can provide powerful controlling capability, low-cost manufacturing and extremely suitable for device integration. However, most metasurfaces are based on metallic sub-wavelength structures which become quite lossy in terahertz band^[@CR16]^, limiting their applications. Therefore, it is still a huge problem to independently manipulate different polarized electromagnetic waves with reasonably small losses in the terahertz band.

Fortunately, graphene, a monolayer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice^[@CR17],\ [@CR18]^, has emerged as a promising, alternative candidate for terahertz applications^[@CR19]--[@CR27]^. Thanks to the two- dimensional (2-D) nature of graphene, graphene surface plasmons present extremely small wavelengths and tight field confinement, while maintaining quite small loss in the terahertz regime. Moreover, through chemical doping or electrical gating^[@CR28]--[@CR34]^, the mechanical, electronic, optical, and thermal properties of graphene are highly tunable, which is impossible or inefficient if metals are applied. Naturally, graphene is extended into metasurface, and several meaningful works on graphene-based metasurfaces are conceptually reported and demonstrated. Ref. [@CR35] present efficient designs of graphene-based thin absorbers, which are capable of near-unity absorption of the incident electromagnetic waves in the terahertz regime. In ref. [@CR36], it shows that giant cross-polarization conversion of terahertz wave is possible at the plasmon resonance in the graphene nanoribbon array without applying external DC magnetic field. Ref. [@CR37] proposed graphene-based plasmonic metasurfaces to steer infrared light in specific ways. Ref. [@CR38] demonstrates tunable dual-band asymmetric transmission for circularly polarized waves with a graphene planar chiral metasurface. However, these graphene-based metasurfaces are lack of consideration on independent controlling over differently polarized electromagnetic waves.

In this paper, we propose graphene-based plasmonic metasurfaces, which can manipulate the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) reflected waves independently with reasonably small losses in the terahertz regime. The unit cells of this graphene-based plasmonic metasurface are series of rectangular graphene based patches, which has anisotropic responses for each of orthogonal polarizations (TE and TM waves). The normally incident waves are totally reflected by the metal-grounded plane on the bottom of metasurface, but the reflection phases of both TE and TM waves are controlled independently by changing the dimensions of anisotropic unit cells of metasurface. Based on the proposed metasurfaces, four kinds of functional devices are designed for polarization beam splitting, beam deflection, and linear-to-circular polarization conversion with a deflection angle.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Design and theory {#Sec3}
-----------------

Graphene can strongly interact with electromagnetic waves in terahertz regime through plasmonic resonance^[@CR39],\ [@CR40]^. But for practical applications, wave-graphene interactions have to be further improved. Therefore, we design a Fabry-Perot resonant unit element, which is composed of a rectangular graphene patch and a square grounded quartz glasses (SiO~2~) substrate. When we periodically extent these elements along both of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y$$\end{document}$ directions, as shown in Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a 2-D graphene-based plasmonic metasurface can be generated. Incident terahertz wave can excite the plasmonic resonance of graphene patches on the top layer, and can be totally reflected by the bottom metallic ground. When a plane terahertz wave illuminates on the metasurface, the reflected fields from each interface interfere with each other. The top layer graphene patch array acts as a partially reflecting mirror, and the bottom metallic ground acts as a fully reflecting mirror, respectively. The dimensions of the element shown in Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y$$\end{document}$ directions. (**b**) The Fabry-Perot resonant unit element, which is composed of a rectangular graphene patch and a grounded quartz glasses (SiO~2~) substrate. (**c**) The side view of the unit element. (**d**) The reflected magnitudes and phases of the unit element, which shows that the TM wave reflected phases are gradually decreased from 50° to −240° with magnitudes larger than −3.3 dB when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [1(d)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the reflection magnitudes and phases at 1.2 THz for TM and TE incident waves with fixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$l$$\end{document}$, respectively. It is worth noting that, in practice, a phase range over 270° is sufficient to provide good performance^[@CR42]^. Here, we cannot achieve a full phase range of 360°, the reason is that the intrinsic losses of graphene patch limits the phase shift range, and the structure performs as a damped oscillator. But we obtain a maximum phase range of 290° which is enough for practical applications. Furthermore, we can achieve reflectivity larger than −3.3 dB, enabling the design of novel functional graphene-based metasurfaces to steer reflected electromagnetic waves with acceptable efficiency. It is worth noting here that the plasmonic response of metals becomes less pronounced as operating in terahertz bands because of the weaker interaction between waves and electrons.Therefore, the metallic reflected metasurfaces operating in terahertz band often have reflectivity less than 30%^[@CR43]--[@CR45]^, which obviously have lower efficiency than our proposed graphene metasurface.

As above mentioned, we can utilize specific surface reflection phase distributions to manipulate electromagnetic waves arbitrarily. According to generalized laws of reflection and refraction^[@CR4]^, we can introduce an in-plane phase gradient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Due to we can independently control TM and TE waves by changing only one dimensional parameters, we can easily extent the generalized laws of reflection into two dimensional cases, where the surface reflection phase distribution can be calculated as^[@CR15]^ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulation results {#Sec4}
------------------

According to the proposed graphene-based element, We design four functional metasurfaces, named type 1, type 2, type 3, and type 4, respectively. Here, type 1 and type 2 act as two kinds of polarization beam splitters (PBSs), type 3 operates as a beam deflector, and type 4 is a linear-to-circular polarization converter, respectively. It is worth mention here that the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} show the designing and simulation results of type 1 and type 2 metasurfaces. As demonstrated in the Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, type 1 is designed to deflect the TM and TE waves to the directions of ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Type 3 graphene metasurface is designed to deflect arbitrary reflected linear polarized electromagnetic waves to a specific direction. In principle, the TM and TE components of arbitrary linear polarized waves are reflected to the same direction with same phases. Here, the metasurface is made up of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, type 4 is designed to perform as a linear-to-circular polarization converter, which can deflect both TM and TE reflected waves to the same direction with a phase difference of 90°. In this case, the metasurface only contains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec5}
==========

We have introduced graphene based plasmonic metasurfaces to independently manipulate TM and TE reflected waves in the terahertz regime, overcoming the intrinsic lossy property of metallic metasurface. The graphene patches coupled with a grounded substrate substantially enhance the wave-graphene interaction, achieving almost 300° phase modulation and high reflectivity magnitude. Meanwhile, the reflection phases of both TM and TE waves can be controlled by changing the dimensions of the graphene patches. Finally, based on the general Snell's law, four types of graphene based metasurfaces with the capability of independently controlling of TM and TE waves have been designed and simulated. The simulation results exhibit excellent performances as theoretical expectations. Therefore, the proposed graphene based plasmonic metasurfaces have good capability to independently control the TM and TE reflected waves with reasonable losses in the terahertz regime.

Meanwhile, considering the practical fabrication, we can design the graphene reflective cell which is consist of 5 layers, such as graphene layer, alumina layer, Polysilicon layer, quartz glasses layer, and ground. The polysilicon can be performed as an electrode. The chemical potential related to the conductivity of graphene can be dynamically tuned by varying the DC voltage (VDC) between the graphene and the polysilicon. Detailed technology to fabricate these kinds of graphene metasurface can be found (in ref. [@CR46]), supporting the feasibility of our design.

It is worth emphasizing that the general design procedure formulated herein facilitates further production of such devices for various applications. Considering the existence metasurfaces, the proposed graphene plasmonic metasurface can be applied to realize extremely light-weight, ultra-compact, and high-performances electromagnetic structures for diverse terahertz applications, extending the range of applications even further.

Methods {#Sec6}
=======

Graphene conductivity modelling {#Sec7}
-------------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$t$$\end{document}$ is a very small value^[@CR48]^. Such an approach has been widely used in many numerical work. However, it imposes significant meshing load and simulation time. Here, we apply transition boundary condition in COMSOL Multiphysics software, which assigns the conductivity to a single interface of a film with finite thickness. As a result, we are able to greatly relieve the meshing difficulty, save memory, and shorten the simulation time.

Unit-cell modelling {#Sec8}
-------------------

The reflected magnitudes and phases of the proposed element were full-wave simulated using the Floquet's periodic condition in COMSOL Multiphysics software, taking into account the inter-element coupling. The unit-cell depicted in Fig. [1(b) and (c)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} was constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1 software with a top layer graphene patch, deposited on a square grounded quartz glasses (SiO~2~) substrate. The quartz glasses(SiO~2~) substrate has a relative permittivity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Graphene plasmonic metasurface simulation {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------------

The full-wave simulations of the proposed graphene plasmonic metasurface were performed in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1 software. According to the specific surface phases distribution, we implement four types of metasurfaces by properly choosing the local element dimensions. To reduce the computation complexity, we apply perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condition to the rest of the simulation space, ensuring proper numerical evaluation of the fields surrounding the metasurface.
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